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SUTILY.ARY

Tuft studies of the flo°r- over a semispan wing at sweep angles
of 0 0 , 30 0 , 450 , and -k50 T,Te?: •e cond.vic cted in the Langley 16 -foot
high--speed- tltisel at Roynolds numbars ranging from 3,300,000
to 16,000,000. The tufts show the deviation of flow direction
from that of the free stream due to the induced velocities imparted.
to the air flow norm-a_1 to the wing leading edge. The tufts also
indicate that a proli.ounced spanwi.sa flow occurs in the boundary
layer near the tl •ailing edge because of Vie spanwise pressure gradient
which exists ov3r a V._ri.g swept ba cK or swept forwa-rd .

Studies of the stall^ngr characteristics show that the stall
begins ct the tip and moves inboard with increasing; angle of attack
at positive s-..ee1); the stall begins at root and moves outboard at
negative sweep (sveerforward) . At ±450 sweep the stall was less
sharply defined than at the lower angles of sweep.

No effect of Mach number on the .flow patterns as indicated
by ti l fts w2 s fou-nd in the spied range of these tests which extended
to a Mach number of 0.55.

TPURODUCTION

It is shown In reference 1 that the flow pattern about a swept
wing differs from that cf an unswept wing. For the o •.,aept wing the
cowponarit of velocity normal to the leading edge (the effective
velocity) is changed in magnitude by the induced velocities, while
the component paral?_el to the leading edge remains unchanged. The
resul ting difference in flow pattern about a swept wing causes
changes in the load diatributi.on and is thereby accompanied by
changes  in the force and'mement character_st_.cs.

Tile piirposa of the present investigation is to present a tuft
study of three-dimensional flow over a wing at various angles of
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sweep. The results are given in the form of photographs of tufts
on the urrer siuface of the wing and by sketches of streamlines
intcrprete.d from the tuft patterns. The data are presented. for
sweep anglao of C o , 300 , 45 0, and -45 0 (sweepforwera), over an
angle-of -attack range, and for tur>_r.el speeds ranging from M = 0.13
to M = 0.55. The correspond.ingraiige of Reynolds number based
on mean chord moasurad parallel to the air stream wao from about
3 . 3 million to 18 million. A compariSon of the 101Vr-speed stalling
characteristics of the Vrir..g a +, the Vari0113 sweep angles is shot:n
by the tuft photographs and cketunos showing the streamlines.
in ad(lition, calculated strea!alinoc over the wing at a ropre-
Eeilta'GiVe ankle of attack foY the ciffe.rent sweep angles are pre-
sented for compariscn with the flow indicated by tufts. The data
pr.s©?i":.ad he-_ceiii are one phase of a general investigation of the
effects of sweep on the aerodynandc characteristics of the present

SM13OLS

M	 free-etream Mach nLniber

A	 angle of sweep measured from the direction normal to the
tur-.el longitudinal axis, degrees

M	 geometric angle of attack, degrees

x/c	 .ratio of distance along the chord to the chord liDngth
measured from the leading edge

APPARATUS P.ND METHODS

A l0-foot semispan EACA 652 -215 wing which had a mean chord
of 3.333 feet anal tapered linearly from a root chord. of 4.44 feet
to 2.222 feet at the tip in the unswept configuration was used for
the present study in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel. The
wing had no dihedral_ or twist and the airfoil sections were normal
to the 1/4-chord line and parallel to the tunnel longitudinal axis
at 00 sweep. The wind? was mounted with the root at the tunnel wall
and was pivoted at the 50-percent chord station of the root to
oi)tain sweep. A different Nang tip for each sweep angle was used
so that the tip was parallol to the tunnel longitudinal axis. The
over-all dimensions of the wing are given in. table T for each sweep
configuration. The model is si1GWI1 mounted in the tunnel_ at sweep
angles of 0 0 , 30 0 , and 45 0 in figure 1.
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Wool tufts, 2 niches long, were ar rainr ,*ed in rows on the upper
surface of the wind; at various s.p&nww.se stations parallel to the
tunnel air stream. In order to comnrara the direction of .flour over
the wing as incicated_ b-r tilfts with the free-stream direction,
s-rips of black masking tape .rere located. on the siu •face at various
svanwise stations parallel to the tunnel _lorgitud.inaI alas. Vith
one exception, the tufts located N-tween the closer , spaced strips
of tape (sae figs. showing tuft photographs) were mounted on wire
masts at different heights above the surface, varying from s xface

1
level neur the leading edge to 1- iizches near the trailing edge.

The elevated tufts were located. so that they would be out of the
bouszdary layer at sma3l anglas of attack. With the wing at 0 0 sweep
the tufts between the closely s paced et-_°ips of tape nearest the
root and tin were all mounted on the W 

win
 Surface. The -rl-main.ing

tufts were also on the wing surface and were field in position by
Scotch collalose tape.

Since there was considerable leaka?e of air between the tunnel
test section and the test chamber, leakage deflector plates were
installed to reduce the effect of air leaka ge on the flow about
the wing surface. Figure 2 ehovs the details of the plates which
we- ,e .located 1/2 inch from the turL el wall and extended 2 inches
from the upper and louder surfaces of the wing.

In order to ascertain whether or not the thick boundary layer
of the ttumel wall affected the flow about the wing with sweep, a
1/8-inch steel plate was installed parallel to the tunnel axis
5 inches from the tunnel wall. (The thickness of the boundary
layer at the test section has been determined as 5 inches.) The
plate extended 18 inches above and below the wing six.-face and
curved smoothly to pownts 6 inchea ahead of the leading edge and
behind the trailing edge.

RESUTS AID DISCUSSION

Tuft photographs were obtained at the same, test conditions
both wit'1 and without the tunnel boundary-layer plato insta1led on
the wing at a sweep of 45 0 . The pictures (fig. 3) were obtained
at a itch nur!ber of 0.13 and at angles of attack of 10 0 and 140.
As can be seen, no significant chang3 in the flow characteristics,
with and. :ithout the plate, is indicated by the tufts. Hence, all
ensuing photographs were etteined without the plate installed.

The tuft patterns over the wing at each sweep angle for a
geometric angle of attack of 60 and a Mach number of 0.55 are shovm
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in figure 4. A sketch of the ,.Ting at each configuration of figure 4
showing the streamlines ip presented in .figure 5• The solid Lines
on the sketches represent streamlines indicated. by surface tafts
and the dashed lines show streamlines indicated. by rows of elevated
tufts. 11ith the wing unswept (figs. 1 (a) and 5) the hafts show
that the d.ii^ection of flow over the surface was parallel to the
free stream except at tiie rear portion of the tip and in the
boundary la,krer along the trailing edge vtere -the flow was inward.
T:ile inflow res'Alted from the spanwise pressure ngoadient which is
pi^esent on all finite spar. wings. The tufts indicate that the
flow cut-6ida the boundary layer at the trailing edge remained
parallel to the free stream. In the boundary layer the component
of inflow is large relative to the velocity in the free-stream
direction; however, above the boundary layer the inflow is small
in relation to the free-stream conj^onen`;, . Fence, the effect of
inf lo%T is noted only by tho tufts in tho boundary layer. The
deviation of flow from the free-stream direction which existed
beyond the 50 -percent chord station near the wing root was d-ue to
the wake of the small pi-ot pin bracl,et. This influence extended
over only a small portion of tide wing, surface . At sweep angles
of 30" and 45 0 (figs. 4 and 5), the afr exae-r• ienc(,d an inward flow
over the forward portion of the wing. This flow gas caused by the
increase in the velocity component normal to the iead.ing edge. As
the air progressed further across the surface, the decrease in the
induced velocity of the normal component resolved the resultant
flow in a direction parallel to the free stream. In the boundary
layer rleai the trailing edge a spanwise flow toward the tip existed
which resulted from the pronomaced spanwise pressure gradient
(normal to the free stream) due to sweev. As in the case of the
unsvept wing, the s panwise .flow is large as compared to the
boundary-layer flow in the free-stream direction ) but is small in
relaticn to the stream vector above the boundary layer. Hence,
the outward flow is shown 'by the surface tufts but does not affect
the elevated tufts. In the case of A = -45 0 (sweepforward) shown
in fi ffaras 4(b) and_ 5, the spanwise flow over the front portion of
the wing, due to changes imparted to the effective velocity, was
outward. Tile spanwise flow near the trailing edge, which is
inward at sweapforvard., was more pr. onotuiced than the outward flow
for the 450 swept -back configuration. The inward floe at s=reep-
forward was indicated by both the surface tufts and. the elevated
tufts

Tuft photographs of the wing at the various sweep angles for
a geometric angrle of attack of 60 and a Mach number of 0.2 are
presented in f pure 6. A comparijon of the tufts in this figure
with those in figure 4 shows that no effect of Mach number on the
flow pattern existed in the .range from Al = 0.2 to M = 0.55.
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Figure 7 presents calc--32ated streamlines over the wing at
each sweep azygle for a geometric angle of attack of b°. The cal-
culationa were based. on. presslae distributions measured at the
spanwise station 52 inches from the root (52 cos A). The dis-
tribucions were measured when no tufte were on the wing and were
cross-faired so that the pressures were determined along chord
lines rarallel to the free strenni . The direction of the flow at
any chordwise station was calculated assuming that the induced
velocity corresponding to the pressure coefficient vrs imparted
to the velocity vector normal to the leading edge. The reoultants
of the cormone is norm..al to the leGdir..g edge and parallel  to the
leading edge were determined and the tangenri;s of the angles between
the free-stream direction and the resultant components were plotted
against corresponding chord-wise stations. The streamlines sere
then derived by integration of the resulting c7irve from the leading
edge to various chord-wise stations.

A similarity of the patterns of streamlines outside the
boundary layer shown in figures 4 and 15 and the calculated patterns
of figare 7 can be noted. The spanwise flow in the boundary layer
i,ear the trailLig edge due to the spanwise pressure gradients were
nct included in the calculations of f-gure 7.

Figure 8 shows the tuft patterns over tre wing at ar. angle of
attack of 00 Mach number of 0.55, and sweep angles of 0 0 , 300,

and -45^'. Due to low induced velocities and small spanwise
pressure gradients, the f low was, in general, para11:=1 to the free
stream at all sweep angles.

The tuft patterns c-rer the wing at geometric angles of attack
from 80 through the stalling angles at a Mach number of 0.13 for
sweep angles of 0°, 30 0 , h5o, and -45 0 are pre9ented in figures 9,
11, 13, and 15, respectively. These fig3jses are supplemented by
sketchee of the wing showing streamlines interpreted from the tuft
photographs. The sketches are presented in figures 10, 1.2, 14;
and 10, and the streamlines are shown fDr several angles of attack
at each sweep angle. Thay also include shaded areas where the flow
is unsteady and thereby aid in showing the progress of stall over
the wing.

Tuft surveys on the wing with no sweep (figs. 9 and 10) show
that separation began at about i4 0 near the trailing edge and
progTessed toward the leading edge as the angle was increased.
The stall progressed forward more raptdlr near the center of the
wing than at the root and tip. No tu-'t photographs were obtained
beyond 20 0 angle of attack, however, force data indicated that a
sharp stall occurred at 220.
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The patterns for 30 0 of sweep are presented in figures 3_1
and 12. In general, the progress of stall appeared similar to
that of the 00 sweep configuration except that separation near the
tip occurred. earlier, and the spanwise flow along the rear portion
of the tieing was outward and more prominent. The tufts show a rapid
transition of flow between 19 1 and 20 0, denoting an abrupt stall.

The tuft surveys for the 45o sweep configuration are shown in
figures 13 and 14 for angles of attack through the stalling range.
These figures show that the flow patterns were similar to those
for 300 of sweep except that separation at the tip began at a
lower angle of attack for the 450 sweep configuration. A rapid
chance in the flow characteristics over the outer portion of the
wing between 161 and 190 is indicates?, denoting that an abrupt
stall occurred at the tip only . Above 19 0 the progress of separa-
tion was &,adual and moved from the tip and tl°ailing edge to the
inboard and forward portions of the wing. No abrupt stall over
the wing in general is indicated at angles of attack up to 280.

The tuft photographs for the -45 0 sweep configuration at
angles of attack ranginq from 8o to 280 are presented. in figure 15.
Sketches showing the patterns of streamlines are shovm in figure 16.
Some of the photo,-,raphs at nigh angles of attack (fig. 15) were
repeated since the entire wing could not be photographed without
shifting the camera. Separation et -45 0 sweep began on the inboard
portion of the king at about 12 0 angle of attack and progressed
outward slowly until an angle of 280 was reached where the wing
was almost entirely stalled.. An inward flow over the rear portion
of the wing is shown clearly.

CONCLUDING REM MKS

Tuft studies of the flow over a samispan wing at sweep angles
of 0 1 , 300 , 451 , and -451 show that a pronounced spanwise flow
occurs in the boundary layer along the trailing edge at sweepback
and sweapforward. This floe. is outward at sweepback and inward
at sweepforward.

The tufts show that stalling occurs more rapidly near the
tip at positive angles of sweep than at C O or negative sweep. At
-45 0 sweep stal.linr, begins at the root and mores outward as the
angle of attack is increased. No abrupt stall over the wing in
general occurred at 45 0 or -45 1 sweep.
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No effect of Mach number on the flow pattern over a swept
wing was indicated up to a Mach ntimber of 0.55,

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronsuti.cs

Langley Field, Va.
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TABLE I

OVER-ALL DIMENSIONS OF WING

Sweep
angle

(A)

Root chord
(ft)

I	 Tip chord
(ft)

I	 Semispan
(ft)

0 4.444 2.22: 10
I

30 4.991 2.491 8,956

45
I

6.021 2.994 7.506

- 45 6.750 3.350 6.721

NATIONAL ADVISOEY
C0I,11ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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	 Fig.- 1

(a) A = 0°.

(b) A = 300.

0
(c) A = 45 .

Figure 1.- 65 2 -215 wing mounted in 16-foot tunnel.
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	 Fig. 3a

Boundary-layer plate not installed.

Boundary-layer plate installed.

(a) a = 10 0 .

Figure 3. - Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing with and without boundary-

layer plate installed, A = 45 0 , M = 0.13.
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Boundary-layer plate not installed.

Boundary-layer plate installed.

(b) a = 140.

Figure 3.- Concluded.
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	 Fig. 4a

n = 00

A = 30'

(a) n = O o , 30

re 4. - Tuft pattern on 65
2 - 

215  wing, a = 6 0 , M = 0.55.
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	 Fig. 4b

A = 45°

A = -45°

(b) n = 450 , -45°.

Figure 4.- Concluded.
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Flow direction indicated by surface tufts
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Figure 5 . — Flow	 pattern	 indicated by	 tufts on a	 65 2- 215	 wing	 at four	 sweep

angles. oc = 6°, M= .55.
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Fig. 6a

V = 00

A = 30 
0

(a) n = 0 0 , 300

Figure 6.- Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing, a = 60 , M = 0.2.
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Fig. 6b

A =450

A11-flow

A = -4 5°

(b) A = 45 0 , -45°.

Figure 6.- Concluded.
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Fig. 8a

A = 00

A = 30'

(a) A = 0 0 , 300.

Figure 8.- Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing, a = 0 0 , M = 0.55.
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	 Fig. 8b

A = 45°

A = -45°

(b) A = 45 0 , -45°.

Figure 8.- Concluded.
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Fig. 9a

a = 10°

a, = 14 °

(a) a = 10°, 14 0
.

Figure 9.- Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing, n = 0° ) M = 0.13.
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a = 16°

a = 17°

(b) a = 16°, 17
0

.

Figure 9.- Continued.



a = 18°

a = 19°

(c) a = 18°, 19 0

NACA RM No. L7CO5a
	

Fig. 9c

.

Figure 9.- Continued.
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(d) a = 200.

Figure 9.- Concluded.
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	 Fig. 10

Flow direction indicated by surface tufts
—	 Flow direction indicated by elevated tufts

Region of unsteady flow

Figure 10. — Flow patterns indicated by tufts on a 65 2 -215 wing at various

angles of attack .	 A = 0°_ M = .13.
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	 Fig. lla

a = 80

a = 100

(a) a = 80 1 100.

Figure 11. - Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing, A = 30 0 , M = 0.13.



a = 140

(b) a = 120 , 140.

NACA RM No. L7CO5a 	 Fig. l lb

a = 120

Figure 11. - Continued.
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a = 16°

a = 17°

(c) a = 16° , 17 0 .

Figure 11. - Continued.
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a = 18°

a, = 19°

(d) a = 18°,19°.

Figure 11. - Continued.
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a = 200

a = 21°

(e) a = 20°, 21 0 .

Figure 11. - Continued.
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(f ) a = 220.

Figure 11.- Concluded.
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	 Fig. 12

Flow direction indicated by surface tufts
—Flow direction indicated by elevated tufts

® Region of unsteady flow



a = 8o

a = 120

(a) a = 80 ) 120,
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Fig. 13a

0
Figure 13.- Tuft patterns on a 65 2 -215 wing, A = 45 , M = 0.13.



Figure 13.- Continued.

a = 160

a = 180

(b) a = 160 , 180

NACA RM No. L7CO5a
	

Fig. 13b
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a = 190

a = 200

(c) a = 19 0 , 200.

Figure 13.- Continued.
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	 Fig. 13d

a = 22°

= 24°

(d) a = 22°, 240 .

Figure 13.- Continued.
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Fig. 13e

a = 26°

a = 28°

(e) a = 260 , 28°.

Figure 13.- Concluded.
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	 Fig. 14

- Flow direction indicated by surface tufts
— — —Flow direction indicated by elevated tufts

Region of unsteady flow
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Figure 14.— Flow patterns indicated by tufts on a 65 2- 215 wing at various

angles of attack. A = 45°. M= .13.
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Fig. 15a

a = 8°

a = 12°

(a) a = 8° 1 12
0

.

Figure 15.- Tuft patterns on a 652 -215 wing, n = -45°, M = 0.13.
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Fig. 15b

(b) a = 160.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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(c) a = 18
0

.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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	 Fig. 15d

(d) a = 20
0

.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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	 Fig. 15e

(e) a = 22
0

.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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	 Fig. 15f

(f)	 = 24°.

Figure 15.- Continued.
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Fig. 15g

(g) a = 26 .

Figure 15.- Continued.



(h) a = 280.

NACA RNI No. L7CO5a
	 Fig. 15h

Airflow

Figure 15.- Concluded.
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	 Fig. 16

Flow direction indicated by surface tufts
---Flow  direction indicated by elevated tufts
® Region of unsteady flow

Figure 16 .— Flow patterns indicated by tufts on a 65 2- 215 wing at

various angles of attack. A= –45 0 . M=.13.




